#HamEast Meeting Minutes 4/21

Present:  Erika, Anna, Amber, Amy, Mark, Austin, Charlie, Meetch, Zacky, Kevin, Olivia, Brandon  
Start Time:  8:00  End Time:

1. **RHA List Serve**
   - Everyone except for Mark
   - Updates on campus
     - somebody wants printers in all the service centers, recycling bins in the lounges
     - Barnhart has an order thing for lunch now!
   - Food forum! happens in carson barnhart room- carson dining’s taste test
     - 3:30 every week on Monday
   - Barnhart and Riley are planning a river clean up and asked if we wanted to help on May 3rd

2. **A gift for Tabitha!**
   - Making a hall gov video of slideshow pictures including Tabitha and us
   - T-shirt or something certificate, or duck related
   - Send any pics to Erika or Brandon!

3. **TShirts turning into #HamStock shirts**
   - More the merrier
   - Anna has t-shirts
   - We are getting the sapphire ones
   - Charlie is the only one not getting one

4. **Earth Day this Saturday**
   - Meet at MacArthur
   - Sign up right now


5. HamStock… dun dun DUn

- Updates: Refer to erika’s sheet
- Hero trip! When and who?
  - Sunday at 1: Brandon, Amber, Mark, Erika, Zacky, Meetch, and Kevin
- Amber will design the banner
- Mark will take over tiedye
- For the advertisement table: Thursday before at 6
- 3 $30 Gift cards to the duckstore??? Kevin is on it

Action Items
- Check minutes
- Make a twitter
- RHA Block Party- Submit 3 ideas for booths
  - Brainstorming next week

Delta Plus
- We got through a lot
- Are shirt planning was respectle

Delta Minus
- -